THE DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL, ARCHITECTURAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING AT ILLINOIS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY invites applications at the assistant professor level for a tenure-track position in civil and architectural engineering with specialization in Structural Engineering. The candidate will be expected to (1) teach both undergraduate and graduate courses, (2) develop and sustain a strong externally funded research program, (3) interact with a multi-disciplinary group of faculty in the department and the university, consistent with priority areas such as computational methods, infrastructures, structural health monitoring and materials engineering (especially as applied to transportation engineering and infrastructures); and (4) be involved in service to the university and the profession. Candidates must hold an earned doctorate in civil engineering with specialization in structural engineering. The successful candidate is also expected to apply for and obtain a professional engineering license within his/her tenure-track period at IIT. The review of applications will start in March 1, 2010 and will continue until the position is filled. However, the position is expected to be filled no later than August 1, 2010. Applicants should submit a short statement of current teaching and research interests, a detailed resume, and the names and addresses of five references to Dr. David Arditi, Professor, Department of Civil, Architectural and Environmental Engineering, Illinois Institute of Technology, 3201 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, IL 60616. IIT is an equal opportunity / affirmative action employer.